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Part I

Art, Museums, Biennales: Some Questions firom Africa

Discussion

Discussion

INAGA
Thank you very much, Mr. lkwuemesi.

curators and researchers for granted.

It was a very thought‑provoking

Secondly, what kind of image are we

presentation and the raised issue was

authorized to produce? Who will decide

quite fitting for this symposium. I know

the authenticity of the image, proposed by

there are a number of people here who

the curators and researchers?

have an interest in Afucan art, and the

Dr. Yoshida asked a question to Mary Jo

audience will have a chance to ask

Arnoldi, so I'd like her to give an

questions and give opinions later about

answer to this question later.

what Mr. Ikwuemesi just said.

We would Iike to have a very
substantial discussion, and we were

May I clarify the point?: Dr. Yoshida
says that it is quite difficult for anyone to

show a culture ‑ in this case African

reminded that Japan has a long history

art in general ‑ in only one exhibition or

of exchange with Afuca, but that those

in only one space. This is a very serious

exchanges have basically been shallow.

problem for anyone who belongs to an

Mr. Ikwuemesi aiso cited Mr. Kawaguchi

ethnological or ethnographical museum

noting that even in the 16th century

because we al1 exhibit regional cultures in

Aftica's presence was known, albeit in a

a separate and limited space.

limited way, in Japan.

Among the audience here, and certainly

Then the issues raised by Ikwuemesi
were reflected on Asian issues through

among the panelists, there are quite a

an Asian prism. Within the triangle of

few anthropologists and ethnographers.

Japan, Asia and Africa, I think Mr.

Yet I would like to ask to those who are

Ushiroshoji elaborated the issue.

studying Africa as ethnology experts ‑

"Fabricated (in‑) authenticity" for the

there are many in Japan ‑ I wonder if

soy sauce painting, raises the question:

they can really "share" ideas with

how can one talk about'authentic

African participants when it comes to

representation? And who is authorized

the modern art of Africa. With regard to

to do so? And Mr. Ikwuemesi would

African art, we still have much to learn.

like to answer that question himself

Dr. Yoshida also touches upon a

now. Mr. Ikwuemesi, please go ahead.

question of authenticity, as raised by

Ikwuemesi in his presentation. Most
panelists here present are artists, curators,

IKWUEMESI
I don't know how we can talk about

and directors of art museums. So we

"authenticity" without taking into account

may share the question: what are the

and interrogating a lot of other things

criteria to choose "authentic" art work.

too. If someone says that contemporary

That is related to politics, because we

At}ican art is not authentic, then pethaps, for

can't simply take the authority of the

example, our Japanese hosts could have

25

expected us to appear here today covered
in leaves without shirts and trousers. We

INAGA
Thank you, Mr. Ikwuemesi. As I

dynamic thing and the world is not static.

clarified the point, how to show a
tt
culture ‑ in this' case African
art in

It's progressing and Afuca is not an

'
general
‑ in only one exhibition or in

island. The same thing has affected
art. We have traditional arts, and

only one space is a very serious and

contemporary arts. I believe that every

have just handled this very difficult

have to recognize that culture is a

difficult problem. Dr. Amoldi, since you

culture can be'said to have its own

challenge in your exhibition, I'd hope to

traditional and contemporary, or modem,

get your opinion about this issue.

or whatever you want to call it. What
we're trying to emphasize is that one
cannot divide the past and present into

ARNOLDI
Thank you for your many good points.

separate groups. You cannot say that

Just focusing on how to represent a

these people are traditional and these are

continent in a single show, this is the

modern. They are simply African. They

same argument in the Whirney Biennale:

haven't been affected by Western

How do you represent American art
every two years? The biennials are

influences so we project them to be
"traditional." You cannot treat the art in

arguable spaces. There is a point of

Africa as not progressing. By saying that

view, there is a political agenda, there's a

art of one type is not authentic you

power structure. It's a creative act to

attempt to divide history. So as a scholar

assume that you can take that out and

and an artist, I prefer to see it one

not interrogate the process. Maybe the

contmumg rlver.
Furthermore, fbr example, you can't

process simply needs to be made more

say that these people are "educated" or

‑ it begins to make explicit that which is

"not educated." You can't say that

implicit in the work of curators.

education was not in existence in Africa

explicit. That is what art criticism does

But on to the core of the question, on

befOre the white man came. We had our

an anthropological or ethnological level

systems of education. It's just a question

we realized that it was an impossible

of paradigm.

task to represent the continent in one

In･ a nutshell, I don't know what it

space. But we also chose to exhibit the

means when we say "authentic African
art" in talking ahout the contemporary.

African Diaspora because "Who was
African?" was one of the questions

There are still a lot of artists today

"interrogated" in the exhibit. Is it

producing masks in Africa. wnere do

someone who lives on the continent or is

you place them? Let's place things in

it someone who traces their origins to

the context of time and history.

the continent? The United States has a

'

tragic history involved in the question
of who is African.
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Discussion

Therefore the decision was made to

speakers are African residents; they are

introduce works to our visitors, and to

not the Diaspora. So another major issue

provide access to other resources. That

becomes the view of Africa through an

is, to stimulate and interest them in the

exhibits and spaces and media, to spark

internal perspective which may be
contrasted to an external one. We

interest in leaming more. We cooperated

hopefully can talk about it later. I make

with African museums to make hot links

this cornment to induce you to do so

between their websites and our websites,

later.

so our visitors can have access to voices in

Afi;ica so they can hear what they say

I'd like 'to give the floor to Mr.
Kinoshita now.

for themselves. That's the tact taken ‑ to

not try to be comprehensive, but to open
the way fbr people to generate the will
to search the information fu11y on their

own.

KINOSHITA
I'd like to ask the first question again,

because today's symposium is a
dialogue between Afi;ica and Japan. I

heard several speakers note that the

INAGA
Thank you, Dr. Arnoldi and Dr.
Yoshida.

Dr. Arnoldi said that she was in
charge of anthropology in the Afi;ican
exhibition. Ethnological representation,

notion African art is too comprehensive to
generalize.

It should be asked whether the word
"Aftica" can even be used.

What is the definition exactly of the
word "Africa."?

of course, is one way to introduce
African art. But since we have so many

KAWAGUCHI

representatives of the art world today,

We need to ask Africans. "Africa" is

we should also ask how artists plan to

being used as a continent or entity. Can we

show Africa. In English both art

talk about it that way?

Museum and history Museum are
Museums, but it is not the case in
Japanese. What are accepted at the
historical Museum (hakubutsukan) as

INAGA
Many people want to respond. Would
you like to respond first, Mr. lkwuemesi?

materials fbr display are not always
accepted at art museums (bljutsukan) as
pieces of artwork being presented.
In America, people of different origins
came from al1 parts of the world. Ai}rica

IKWUEMESI
I don't think we're tallcing al)out the
definition of Africa. It is a continent not a

'

too must be represented among the

country, made up of many peoples and
cultures and countries. We are saying

constituting components of the American

that before 1884, we didn't have the

citizenship. Those voices needed to be

type of political borders we have now.

integrated. Today the majority of

Many nations made up that region of the

27

world. They were related but diverse.

phrase "Japan versus the West" is not a

But what you have now is a situation in

balanced way of expressing the facts.

which we feel like fbreigners in our own

Then, should "Asia" be singular or

countnes.

plural? Could you comment on this, Mr.

I say that because of when I've

Richards, first, and then Ms. Nagawa?

traveled by land in Africa, the kind of
imstration I met at some of the borders

were overwhelmingly painfu1. 0n a
recent trip, I discovered that it can be

RICHARDS
I have a few comments to make.
The problem of ̀Africa' being thought

easier to go to London or America than to

of and referred to as a single country

go in between countries within Africa.

instead of a continent is not evenly

No one is suggesting, however, that

distributed across the world. But I do

Africa should exist as one single

think Aftica suffers uniquely from its

country. No. It is made up of nations,

continental name being used as if what

entities, a "Pan‑Aftica." Nigeria, for

was being referred to was simply a

instance, is made up of several

country. ln my travels ahroad, I am seen as

natjonalities. You may call them tribes, but

a representative of ̀Africa' more than

we call them nations, and there are over

anything else, and that ̀Africa' appears to

250 of them. Their art may be called

be clearer in the minds of others than to

tribal, but if so, then everyone's art is

me and others 1ike me.

truly tribal. Basically, all art is tribal art.

Using natiQn‑state names to represent

Today people are ki11ing each other in

cultures is problematic, and using the

Africa because of the national partitions

unevenly applied ̀tribal' term is even

that are as artificial as they are

more problematic. All these questions

uninformed.

need to be dealt with seriously when

INAGA

indiscriminately or in a biased and

we communicate. To use such terms
Depending on the airline available in

selective way reduces the complexity of

Africa, whether British Airways, Sabena

the cultures within large collective

or Air France, you have to take the

boundaries, referring to them as if they

rather circuitous route through London

were of and from one place, one

or Brussels or Paris even if you want to go

locatiQn. It also often demeans the so‑

to your neighboring country.

named culture. I'd also like to remind

Meanwhile, in Western Aftica, there

everyone here that the current president of

are the Griot people, the musicians

the United States George Bush thought

and storytellers, who go all over

‑ on one public occasion ‑ that Nigeria

disregarding national boundaries. Yet

was a continent !

wherever they go, they are respected.

Getting back to the definition of
Africa, let me also suggest that the

28

Secondly, I don't know what
intellectual discourses have informed
Japanese ethnology and anthropology.

Discussion

However, from my perspective, the

of simply the artists, or of "oneself."

discourses that frame culture are closely

connected with colonialism and whole

This would leave us then with the
concepts of the "authenticity of

colonial enterprise, wherever it occurs.

Ikwuemesi" or the "authenticity of some

So, presumably, this also applies in a

other artist," but not of the "authenticity of

complex way to this part of the world,

South Africa" and so fbrth.

and I'm curious to know how it's seen
from your perspective.

Certainly in South Africa, if we
consider anthropology from the United

INAGA
First a reply from Yoshida, and then

we'11 move to Ms. Nicodemus.

States, the United Kingdom and Europe,

there is an immediate question of the

YOSHIDA

relation between these bodies of

Let me answer the question about the

knowledge and historical colonialism.

colonial experience. Can we discuss

Thank you.

nations and cultures without refening to

colonial history? Anthropology used to

INAGA

think for a long time that it was possible to

The last issue raised by Mr. Richards

discuss cultures without thinking of the

might be answered later by the two

colonial era, by closing our eyes to what

Japanese anthropologists here present

happened. Arithropologists used to believe

today. Ms. Nagawa, plaese.

that authentic culture was happening at

one time somewhere and the pursuit of

NAGAWA

the imaginary authentic culture was the

I don't really need to explain further

whole purpose of anthropology. For a

my view that Afirica is seen as one

long time, I believe, both disciplines

entity, since the previous two speakers

(anthropology and ethnography) have

covered that. But that leads us back to

thought that way. But now we've come to

the question of authenticity. If there is

recognize that we've been pursuing a

no way we can talk about a one‑entity

fal)ricated authenticity, and at present

Africa, then we cannot talk about an

we are pursuing cultures that are truly

African authenticity.

evolving in front of our eyes, which no

The reality that Africa is divided into

smaller countries is a reality we're al1

one thinks of as separable from the
colonialism that affected them.

living with. We cannot deny that; it is

In the last 20 years of anthropology,

sad but irreversible. So perhaps we

one major issue has been how to

should talk about Africa as the countries

historicize the discipline.

that are existing right now. If we cannot

talk about an authentic Ugandan art, for

example ‑ which we really can't ‑
then perhaps it should be the authenticity

INAGA
Yes, ethnographers are faced with
that important task these days.

29

Icall on the next two speakers.

NICODEMUS

opmlon.

Professor Yoshida mentioned the
name of Tenshin Okaknra, who was a

We should remind ourselves that the
Africans assembled here ' do not even

tradition. He wrote the first offiicial

represent the whole continent ‑ only

version of Japanese art history,･ integrating

the area south of the Sahara.

chapters of Japanese antiquities ‑ more

Meanwhile, perhaps African or
Japanese authenticity is something we
entertain ourselves with, like a myth.
Perhaps it's always been a fabrication.

sort of modern inventor of the Japanese

or less equivalent to Greek antiquities

‑ but which was basically merely a
political maneuver to promote the
Japanese classical aspect and the
Buddhist glory of the ancient times to

BUHARI
Thank you. The word authenticity is

the Western readers.

There are many gazes. In French, you

strange to me. For example, I don't have

would use the term "crossed gazes," and

to prove to you thatIam the son of

in cultural terms each culture grasps

Buhari. I am Buhari's son, and I don't

each other in a different way. We can't say

need to prove it.

which one is the informed or authentic

Because of Africa's history, its

one, because the form is changing

complexity, its trauma, we're constantly

constantly according to viewpoints. Our

required to define it. Also fbr the

problem is to see how and why certain

purpose of academic convenience, we're

views were privileged to the detriment

asked to detach ourselves and define it. It's

of others, and we should try to find out the

as if you're looking at it with a gaze

power relationships which are concealed

from a certain geographic location, and

behind these gazes.

you find that the approach is a bit

It's a huge project but needs to be

romantic. You're recreating, looking

done. We have to scrutinize this

at the whole subject of Africa, as a

preblem not only from a nativistic point of

continent that has gone through a

view but also in the cross‑cultural

problematic history with its level of

relationship between African countries

technological development. We are

and Japan, and of course the Western

subjecting ourselves to this gaze.

viewpoints should not be neglected.

INAGA

ask participants for final reactions. My

Befbre closing this session I want to

Thanks very much.

apologies to the public that I didn't have

We still have a few minutes before

time for all of their questions.

the break, so I'd like to add a point.
We've just heard that authenticity itself is

MAHACHI

a fabrication, and it is a kind of

l have a short question. I know that

convemence, and I quite agree with that

African art is an important component

30

Discussion

of the advent of Afi;ica. It has taken its

my apologies to the public for not

place quite proudly among the other

allowing enough time to speak freely.

aspects of Africa. I want to find out the

level of optimism about the future of

We'll close this session now. Thank
you.

Africa.

INAGA
Personally I prefer being optimistic.

IKWUEMESI

wnat I wanted' to say when I talked

about authenticity, I was refening to the

influence of anthropology and how

we have been unable to look at
development historically ‑ especially

in the contemporary scene. We still
have the "colonial hangover" which
anthropology has helped us to continue

or extend. We have to extricate art
history from anthropology if we truly
want to make any headway. There's too

much anthropology "hanging around"
African art. Until we can look at art
from the prism of pure art history, I
think we'll continue to have these kinds of

definitional problems and others.

'

'

INAGA
Thanks very much.
To what extent is art dependent on a
society, on the general structure of the

history of the society of the concemed
world is an open question. I'm sure Dr.

Yoshida has an objection to be stated

here because, though he is an
anthropologist, he's actually involved in

contemporary art creation in Africa, but
it's better to leave that discussion for the

afternoon sessions.

Thank you for your cooperation, and
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KINOSHITA
We didn't come to any conclusions in

that the al)sence of a 3rd biennale is

Session 1, but we touched upon several

necessarily a failure. It is not. The

issues this moming and will continue to do

country and the city of Johannesburg

so in Sessions 2 and 3. Particularly, who is

might simply have other ‑cultural

authorized to judge or pass judgment on

priorities right now. Certainly, South

art? Another topic is whether biennials

Africa's art community needs to

are effective, and if so then to what

develop its languages, to find the voices of

extent.

its rich culture in fomns that do not feel

So, Mr. Richards, I'd like to aska

imposed. Biennials (but not only) can

basic question first. You have shown a

really contribute to this, especially if the

series of images of the diflferent

local communities are active and vocal,

biennials. Is there going to be a 3rd

and those invited from abroad are open

biennale? If not, why not?

and accessible. I hope that answers your
questlon.

RICHARDS
I don't think there will be. There
might be a third event of some sort,

KINOSHITA

which would be more compatible with
the needs of the development of the

the reasons fbr the differences between

Another question of mine is, what are
the first and the second biennials?

country. rlThe local govemment withdrew

funds from the 2nd Biennale, partly in
reaction to a political dynamic then at

RICHARDS
The reasons are complex.

play in the city. It was thought; "why

The two constituencies described by

should so much money be spent on･an

Olu Oguibe were counterposed to one

event that engages so little with the

another and antagonistic during the 2nd

locality and local communities?" To
debate this issue of the interface

Biennial. In this antagonism, and in or

through that event, many local voices

between global and local proved tough,

were unfortunately silent, even silenced,

and the 2nd Biennial eventually felt

once again. This is a real problem given

much like what we now call "parachute

our history.

curating;" this is where significant

'
Also, I suspect 'there is something

money is lavished on inviting visiting

about the body and the hand, between

fbreign curators to mount shows

modernity and tradition, that causes

indifferent to place. Such money is
perhaps better spent on needs more

intense anxiety. This anxiety seems to

sensitive to local sensibilities and needs.

continent and the wider world. But it is

I don't want to give the impression

be at the heart of relations between the
also present within Africa's communities.
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This anxiety thus seems to be felt

even abused at times. There is the Papua

throughout Afirican communities, whether

New Guinea case where local art may

living in Africa or part of the African

be diluted for the sake of growing a state

diaspora. My feeling is that the 2nd

identity.

Johannesburg Biennale did not ask these

Any questions or comments on this

questions so much as take a stand on

issue based on Mr. Richard's talk? Ms.

them. This was not clear at the time, but in

Nicodemus?

some ways the Biennial divided resident
Africans from those of the diaspora.

NICODEMUS

It is a struggle to express this clearly;

Yamawaki‑san and Toyoda‑san, I

but the 2nd Biennial really had very

would just like you to comment on the

little touch which we and others

quest of autonomy. Could you comment

associate with ̀primitivism'. This old

on the notion of an artist being an

issue remains new. Locally the issue

autonomous individual in your culture?

froze somewhat in the late 1980s in the

wnat do you think about autonomy

local phenomenon called ̀transitional

within the art world?

art'. Perceptions of Aftican ̀primitivism'

are sti11 far from being played out and
remain a source of real anxiety, anxiety

YAMAWAKI
I think artists do have autonomy, and

about many things; losing and regaining

that is a base assumption upon which

traditions interrupted or disfigured by

everything is set in motion. But in what

history, cultural integrity, identity and

sense is this autonomy valuahle? How

relating across cultural difference,

do you distinguish yourself among

̀authenticity'...

others? The artists need to communicate,

and therefbre you need to create

KINOSHITA

empathy on the part of the viewer, and

Thank you very much, Mr. Richards.

therefore you have to have common

We heard longer‑than‑expected conmients

topics or themes of interest with the

that covered a lot of issues.

vlewer.
Yes, I think artists have autonomy.

We heard "local" as a key word.
It is easy to criticize curators' choices,

but to actually do a curator's wotk is
quite difficult. Every curator will go

KINOSHITA
My question is, although there is

through a tough internal stmggle of

autonomy, does the fact that it is done in

what to include. Visitors hardly ever

Africa attach some significance? Can

realize that or pay attention to that

anyone comment of Mr. Toyoda's

aspect. They're only present to see the

question now?

exhibit.

Perhaps we should pursue the issue of

"local" which is used politically and
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IKWUEMESI
We are tending toward universal
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values in the world. Within the bounds

one single person, which is the third

of autonomy on.one side and universality

definition. Chinese characters reveal that

on the other, we have to ask who is

truth too, that the essence of human

leading those universal values? On
whose terms are those terms based?
Whose universalism is it? No matter

beings is found in a personal relationship.

how universal or globalized the world

that's very important.

becomes, we are not going to discard

If there's going to be universalism, who is

going to take that leadership? I agree
For globalism or internationalism in

our individual identities. When you talk

history we have been using the same

al)out autonomy, we are basically

word: enlightenment. It's more or less

talking about individualism and identity.

the same thing. The globalism we speak of

Being what and who you are. No matter

now is a part of enlightenment. About

how the world does, or we are told, the

two hundred years ago, a grand wave of

world joins together, I still think certain

Enlightenment, which professed itself

people are responsible for purposefu11y

universal, was born in Western Europe.

leading that.

Beyond that I had a question fbr Mr.
Richards.

Galleries and museums were estal)lished
based on the premise of seeking out that
universality.

But once again I'd like to retum to the

KINOSHITA
Could you hold that question fbr a
moment, please?

question of who will detemiine what
universalism i,s. I'm a mundane person, so

I'll give a mundane example. If I were
an elementary school teacher, I'd tell my

KAWAGUCHI
I think that Mr. Toyoda and .Mr.

pupils human beings are all equal. The
students would disagree citing economic

Yamawaki are saying the same thing.

and educational disparities among their

African art is local and specific, but art is

parents. It becomes important who is

universal, so it is debated. There is a

propounding this particular universalism.

fa11acy here, it's selfcontradictory.

Autonomy, individualism, authenticity.

Perhaps Mr. Toyoda is just asking

Someone here stated these to be

whether you place emphasis on "art" or on

illusions and myths, but that would

"Africa." I'11 stop here to save my topic to

make everything slip through our hands

cover when I am a panelist later.

and be left with nothing. Everything has a

I think that autonomy is ultimately an

historical background. Through my

illusion, as is individuality. No culture

academic specialty, I am very interested in

can be completely isolated. At a

how Japanese artists have established

graduate seminar in Riltkyo University,

their autonomy and independence.

one of the students said that the first

We can also approach on a smaller

major definition of "individual" in the

and more specific scale than "Who leads

dictionary is "hnman relations," not that of

universalism?" Rather, we might ask
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"Who is going to lead biennaies?" I'd
like to bring it down even narrower jn

westernized.

The issue of cultural imperialism is

scope and ask what we'd like to achieve

something we need to discuss in relation

through the biennale system. Who will

to cultural authenticity and the whole

plan each biennale? Perhaps for certain

meaning of identity.

people '･felt no specific effects or
'
consequences
of a'biennale.
'
'

BEDIMSU
Similar questions are being asked

'

I met a fellow Kenyan on the plane
this morning. I introduced myself to him
and he said he hadn't talked to me first

because to him I didn't look brown
enough to be a Kenyan. So who is an

m our country now. Yamawaki‑san
mentioned that African art‑ gets

languages and discourse that are making .

recognition universally. That means I

us forget our humanity.

have an understanding that African art is
usefu1 for the whole world.

To everyone, I ask, is the African

artist also important? What is the

authentic African? These are issues of

Until we stop apologizing for who we

are, the problem will not disappear.

Thank you. '
'

condition of Afkican art?

ADEWUNMI

KINOSHITA

about identity as it concerns to African

There's been a lot of controversy'
Does anyone want to respond to Mr.

Bedimsu?

art.

I remember Eddie Chambers in one of
his papers where he was trying to define .

ORCHARDSON

who the African artist is. Whether it is

I'd like to respond to that in a
roundabout way. I think what I'm

the person who lives and practices art in

missing in this discussion about the

one Who practices traditional African

African situation, and in particular the

art?

Africa or not, or is by race or color, or is it

Kenyan situation, is how cultural

I believe that 1) we have to identify

imperialism is making it difficult for us to

the crisis of what an African art is and

be ourselves.

who is an African artist, 2) we resolve

I feel one of the biggest problems is

the crises, 3) and then we have to make

that Africans have had to apologize fbr

progress. We are spending too much

being who they are, what they do, how

time talking about the problem.

they do it, and what it is we have. If we

I want to see African art as a collage of

look at traditional culture, such as our

different identities. I remember we

mud huts, we have to apologize for it.

discussed this recently in Nigeria at the

Why? Why should we apologize fbr

Pan‑African Circle of Artists conference,

being who we are? If we use a computer

talking about art practice in Nigeria. We

we must apologize for being too

discovered that we don't have a
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definition of Nigerian art, but rather a

a lot familiar from the global stage... but

collage of different backgrounds and

little space‑specific interaction.

practices. Perhaps the only commonality is

But one important gain in the 2nd

the geographical area. ‑

Biennial for me personally and for many

I also want to agree with what Mr.
Kawaguchi said on individualism and
universalism. I think these are two

of my colleagues was the fOcus of the

words that are inter‑related and

previous Biennial. It was more refined,

dependent on each other. You need the

intellectually and creatively coherent,

individual to have the unit. Thank you

consolidated. That focus was important

very much.

in articulating clearly the terms of the

exhibition as a whole. There were only

six exhibitions, many less than the

questions we wanted to ask of art, and

IKWUEMESI

developing a keen responsiveness to that

I don't mean to depart from the
current discussion, but I've been

art.

The sense of ̀parachute curating' was

wanting to return to Mr. Richard's topic.

still distressing. We ‑ those who live

You mentioned parachute curating and

and work there ‑ had to ask ourselves

the silencing of local voices. You

and our guests whether we could gain

showed us some slides, one set dealing

much even from the conflicts of value

with the 1995 exhibition and the other of

that occurred from having the overai1

what happened in l997.

conceptualization of the event developed

if I understood correctly, certain types

outside of South Africa. In a sense, you

of people have dubbed the 1997 2nd

don't know a mistake before it happens. in

Johannesburg Biennale as "not authentic."

hindsight, it's easier to say that we

I want to ask, as an insider in the

gained less than we should have, which is

project, do you think that if you had a

also my view of it. But there are other

difiierent curator, you would have come up

vlews.

with a different and "more acceptable"
exhibit?

And don't you think that with a

In the 2nd Bienniai the most damage
done was probably the loss of faith by
investors in the merits of the exhibition,

different vision, you could still hold a

supporting the arts and so on. Support

third one closer to the first? Thank you.

from government and corporate sponsors

is still new in South Africa, and not

RICHARDS

strong. There was the view that money

To answer as quickly asIcan; if we had

was not well spent. This seemed likely,

a different kind of creative director ‑,

and there is always an issue of limited

especially one positioned more squarely in

resources and even opportunities. Also,

Africa ‑ we could have had a different

funders were not comfbrtable or even

event. What we mostiy got was a focus on

familiar with the fact that criticism is an

mobility, exile, transportable technology,

important part of art, and events such as
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this. But, in spite of this, I think it is

asking in the interest of scrutinizing the

very possible to have a third biennial.

biennale system and seeing how and if it

can better be used in the future. Could

YOSHIDA

you elaborate on this?

We have been talking about the
"local" and the "global" in art. My
question is whether it is a matter of

RICHARDS
I'll do my best to elaborate. Perhaps

choosing one of the two. Some artists

my colleague David Koloane will also

certainly insist on aspects of their local

have something to say about this.

cultures, while others aspire a more

"Failure" is a relative term. The failure

globally shared sets of value. Seems to

in the second biennial involved an

me, it is a matter of strategy for
expressing the self. In the case of

inability to create a place or zone of

productive articulation between the

Westem artists, a variety of approaches are

"global" and the "local." A failure to

always available to them as options for

create a place where a suitably subtle

expressing the self.

language could be found for the global

As fbr Africa, however, artists are
required to create wotks with something
"African" more often than not. Otherwise,

and local to talk to each other, whatever

"global" and "local" might mean.
South Africa suffered isolation because

they are not appreciated globally or

of its history. Apartheid sequestered the

domestically.

country for many years, the effects of

Retuming to the presentation by Mr.

which continue today. We also suffer

Richards, he said the third biennale may

from thinking that there's something

not be held because the second was so

tmly exceptional about South Afirica,

different from the first. According to

which is not always a good attitude.

Mr. Richards, there were more works

That's the dark side of the picture. I

with "local" colors in the first biennale,

think there were merits in the 2nd

and in the second, more works with

Biennial, and I don't want to deny those.

"global" taste. Can I understand that the

At the very least, we can use the

sponsors didn't support the merits of the

outcome as a lesson, rethink issues and

second biennale? Should we think that the

stay engaged with those things that

second biennale failed because the

concem us.

pursuit of these "global" elements were

There is certainly no lack of energy in

not supported fu11y? In other words,

the country or the continent, if you will

whether featuring more "local"elements in

allow me to put my impressions in such a

the second biennale would have led to a

sweeping way. There is no lack of

third? I think there must have been a

energy, cultural wealth and diversity,

complex coMbination of factors that led to

creativity, or intellectual capital, in spite of

this result. We'd like to know precisely

unsupportive material conditions. Whether

what the reasons fbr failure were. I am

you want to go back and imaginatively
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reconstruct the past or look ahead and

while the country was still recovering

imagine the future, the human resources to

from its past political self and the

do so are there.

It might be that the people who
returned to the country after Apartheid

average person stmggled just to
understand drawing and painting.

In the townships that form the

should have been more active in

majority of the residential areas were

creating that much needed space or zone

left out, but that was in a sense

lacking in the 2nd Biennial. Along with

understandable because Oguibe simply

this, our ability to see the problems early

proceeded to do what he was

enough was limited. As a consequence

commissioned to do. A major failure

of all this, andI supposeI am looking at

was that the attendance was poor, and

intemal factors here, the opportunity

that people didn't understand what was

presented by the 2nd Biennial was not

happening with that lcind of art.

well used.

Even the issue of the artists feeling

marginalized is one of many complex

KOLOANE
It's a complex issue because South

issues. I hope that clears up some of the
crucial elements.

Africa is a complex society. We still
suffer from that "hangover." You find

BUHARI

two standards in the country for the
blacks and those whites who used to

hold a biennale, so when we hear about it,

rule the country.

it's like seeing the moon pass overhead.

Nigeria has never had a chance to

The first biennale was based on the

Some of us have a very deep suspicion

Venice model of pavilions. Hence,

of biennials. They appear to be a

many countries were involved. I had sat

structure that encourages memories of

on the educational committee of the first

imperialism. We're even allergic to

biennaie but resigned for personal

biennales.

reasons concernlng certaln actlons not

To my colleague Dr. Amoldi, I must

The first biennale's structure seemed

say that the American obsession with
the Bugos is an extravagance. It is

privatized by bringing in someone from

indecent and even disgusting when

outside. Therefore certain kinds of

presented in a context that deals with

artists were marginalized. Not a single

basic issues of life: shelter, water,

black curator participated in that project.

malaria medicine, and so on.

taken.

In the second biennale, paintings and

Another issue is that the cost is high.

drawings were foregone in favor of

Looking at the budget, it becomes hard to

exhibits using video screens and those

find the veracity of the effort to spend

that contained other technologies. It was

that much when people are still faced

just not a simple enough thing to do to

with issues of life.

land in such a field of conceptual art

Meanwhile, some of the curators are
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so arrogant. They could choose to be
apologetic about their choices, but they

But when did true exchange start?
When were ideas truly beginning to be

so often are not. The ignorance of such

shared? Maybe these could be talked

curators to try to choose an installation

about more in the fo11owing session.

that, for example, requires electricity,

Thank you.

since in Nigeria electricity is so
inconsistently available. Yes, it's nice to

see that type of new exhibition, ,but it

can only be thought of as silly in the
context of basic needs going unfu1fi11ed.

KINOSHITA
Thank you very much. We ran out of
time so we'11 have to bring this session to

an end.

The many different entities in the art
world ‑ art schools, colleges, museums,

galleries and media ‑ surround art
along with biennales. We talked. about

biennales and heard some background
stories conceming them.

But we heard this moming, for
example, that the first documented
instance of an African coming to Japan
was in the 16th century. Historically, the

Japan Foundation has been the
international cultural promotion
association, previously called KBS and
established in 1934. The association's
first intemational panicipation was in
Johannesburg in 1934 at apublic center in

an exhibition known as "International
Exhibition of Art and Beauty."

Interestingly, KBS records document

what KBS should send: "some high‑
level traditional Japanese artwotk,

something easily understood by
foreigners and Western people." At that

time, Western‑oriented leaders held
power in South Africa.
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YOSIilDA
Thank you very much indeed for the

make a beginning of knowledge for

stimulating presentation and insightfu1

people, and tell them where to go to

comments. Dr. Buhari appreciated the

further their experience. It was put

Smithsonian's challenge but at the same

together as a project, notjust an exhibit.

time cautioned any curator or venue

Continuing events, a web site, and

against representing Africans without

other media tell people where to get

wholly using the voices of Africans

information in their own communities.

themselves. Dr. Takezawa questioned

We are also trying to make formal

whether it is necessary to transfer a

relationships with museums and

museum from a temple to a fbrum? I

educational institutions in Africa to

have cited this metaphor on many

have those institutions, put up their own

occasions. Dr. Takezawa said the metapher

stories within the exhibit.

is not correct. But he is not denying the

I lost the battle not to make 'it a

role of a museum as a forum, as I

permanent exhibit. We have tried to

uBderstand his talk. He said he loves a

design it so that it can be pulled apart

place where people can laugh, criticize,

easily and different stories can be

speak and discuss. That is what is called

popped in there and presented. .Three

the museum as a forum. So I think

places will be changed on a yearly

Professor Takezawa and I can agree on

basis. Our designer was sensitive to the

thjs point.

fact that there should be ways that you

Meanwhile, I have different feelings

can reorient the exhibit. Knowledge,

regarding his deathbed example. Because

politics, and issues of representation ai1

I think people would like to live until

change. rlhis is a beginning, not an end,

the very last moment, is it possible to

and not a perfect model. Our visitors

represent anyone's life, ever, as a

may find it unlike their preferred style

whole?I don't think so. We can't ever

of being told a single and clear story.

represent anything as a whole. In this
realized by a collage. How did /ifrican

In the example of a temple, it's
interesting that you (Dr. Takezawa)
know what you're looking at when you

Vbices utilize a collage? Maybe Dr.

visit a Buddhist temple. But I don't. Not

Arnoldi could respond.

being reared a Buddhist, I'd have to

sense, any exhibition can only be

learn what the architecture and garden

ARNOLDI

means before I can appreciate it the

Thank you. Many interesting ideas

same way that you do. The translation

were suggested. Let me respond to Dr.

of experience is central to how to set up

Buhari's comment first. Our intention

an exhibit. We have to figure out and

was not to summarize Africa, but to

respect our audience and try to help them
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move to another level of understanding.

namely the prejudicing effect of the

We can't assume that they are going to be

framing. It is where art works are

able to intuit it because they haven't

shown that decides if and how art is

had the experience.

cdnsecrated as art. It seems to be

I'11 let other people ask questions.

dubious to look for ethnographical
insights in art.

NICODEMUS
I observed that one piece in Mr.
Buhari's slides was modern. I'd like to

YOSHll])A
Ms. Nicodemus questioned the idea

cornment on why modem African art
should never be exhibited in an

of exhibiting contemporary art in an

ethnographic museum.

idea that "art" is something higher than an

ethnographic museum. As fat as the

The first time I came across the

"ethnographic specimen" prevails, what

tendency that ethnographical museums

Ms Nicodemus said stands to reason.

which become obsolete in our changing

But perhaps Dr. Arnoldi has something to

world want to make it up to date by using

say about this. Dr. Arnoldi?

contemporary and modern African art
was in 1990 in a museum in Frankfurt,

ARNOLDI

Germany. The museum had been

I understand your (Ms. Nicodemus)

collecting modern art since 1974 and in

concern. I thoughtfu11y disagree, 6ut I

1985 decided to make a main fbcus of

think others on the panel should respond

this activity. The contemporaries that it

too.

collected were works of mediocre artists.

They treated those works as sociological

BUHARI

documentation together with what they

I understand completely Nicodemus's

called top artists' works. The result was a

position, but I would want to see my

confusion that was devastating to any

modern works in a museum. Please see

understanding. of modern African art.

art as art, not as an ethnographic object, as

This is what I saw in Mr. Buhari's

they may have been seen in the past. If

slides, this little' confusion. in 1990 I

you can see the esthetic elements in

made a proposal to a German weekly fbr

those works, then perhaps it will help

publication of my study. But the

you to see that there is a continuum

proposal was refused and my viewpoint

instead of a gap that exists between

was ignored, and refused on the same

them. There should be a way for us to

viewpoint. A work of art has to be

begin a dialogue about this.

analyzed as an artistic discourse, not as a

factual documentation.

TAKEZAWA

The more important reason why

I think it's less important to put the

modern African art should never be

African modern art in the So‑called art

exhibited in an ethnographical museum is

museum in the West than to modify the
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category distinguishing the art and the

bit, but I'm not sure because I'm not

artifact, the West and the non‑West. If

there.

the ethnological museum contributes to
maintain this distinction, I think the age of

Second, in Johannesburg, we have
soap operas that have an immediate

the ethnological museum is over. It's

insight into the current sensibilities of

now the age of the World Civilizations

culture. These are a good source for

museum that would display without any

exhibits like this. This helps avoid the

discrimination the art and the artifact,

issues of fa11ing into timelessness.

the West and the non‑West.

The third thing. Is there anything in
your exhibition that talks about both fbr

HAYASHI
I am from the National Museum of
Ethnology and I research Oceania. In

Diasporic black people and fbr secular

white communities in Africa, about
notions of home and away?

March this year a part of the Oceanic

Finally, the current political and racial

gallery in our Museum was renewed.

politics in America: How did you steer

Hawaii, New Zealand and Austraiia's

this?

aborigine cultures were introduced. We

had some contemporary art in this new

section. This is because the artists

ARNOLDI
You touched on things we debated

themselves consider their artistic

for years. Who is an African was the

creativity to be based upon their culture

first major topic of debate. We decided to

and history. They show their work both

explore how the world was organized in

in art museums and in ethnological
museums. They found no problem with

different ways at different points in time.

We try to allow the voices of those who

that.

"appear" in the exhibit to define what it

I think whether contemporary art

means to be African. That may not be a

objec't should be exhibited together

perfect solution, but we were certainly

with, or should not, historical materials

aware of that issue.

depend on the artist's personal opinion.

We should rely on theirjudgment.

American politics affected the exhibit a

lot, naturally. So we included different

African‑Americans on the Extended

RICHARDS
I have a lot of questions about
Smithsonian's exhibition.

I understand the Smithsonian has
serious aspirations to be universal.

Let me break the issue into three. The

first would be: What is African? You

Team who believed in different ways of
presenting their culture. It is explicit

and we're aware of that. One radical

group of Africans wanted to leave,
because their opinion to show only

ancient Egypt wasn't taken to be
constructlve.

have to grapple with this, and I think
you are using the geo‑racial relation a
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ELLIOTT
There are a lot of gray areas about
where one should stand between art and
anthropology. And there is anthropology

interpretation of their works are
represented. Their voices are there.

We reference other museums or
exhibits in african Vbices. One of my

of art itself. Some Iike Professor Howard

goals was to make it a place where local

Morphy at the National University of

people feel at home, so I listen in to

Australia have made very good work in

people's conversations. I have noticed

using anthropology to analyze art, such as

African families feel dignified with this

his writings about the aesthetics of

exhibit and can talk to their own children

aboriginal art in the Nonhem Territories.

about their memories and history. I

Another part of this problem, as yet

want people to have conversations and

unmentioned, is that of the art world,

not take the exhibit in silently.

institutions and museums themselves
who have not been very fomhcoming in

KAWAGUCHI

accepting the modern realities of Africa.

I don't think the question of Who is

I think we need to look at how history is

African is not really relevant because if

represented, as Dr. Takezawa mentioned.

we can't agree on a definition then we

Museums have a part to play in

can't talk about anything more here.

presenting the Africa, as you (Africans)

Dialogue is important, I also believe.

know it, not in the negative form that

Another key word in Dr. Arnoldi's

we so often see it in the media.

presentation is the word "story." The

Smithsonian's story is based on the

ORCHARDSON
I was a little upset when I got this
paper. It's other voices spealcing for
Aftica; it's not African voices.

wnen African‑Americans come to

history of Africa. But whether the visitors

see it as a "story" or "history" is the
issue.

Let me go back to Dr. Takezawa's
question of whether a museum, should

Afirica looking for their roots, they are

be a temple or a market. ln a museum, life

often upset that they find they are too

is fragmented, but in a market, life can be

American for Africans to relate to.

whole and seen. Maybe we can say that a

If you would introduce the Somali

museum is a traditional grocery store.

house with the Somali person telling

Rather than a department store where

their "story," you should also have

items are cased inside glass, and people

contemporary artists' voices talking about

don't speak much. But at a grocery

their contemporary works. Furthermore,

store, people talk a lot and the smell is

there are some artifacts that can be

strong and different. The smells of a

analyzed as art.

museum and a market are very different.

This is the most important difference.

ARNOLDI
Thank you. Artists and their
104

As you know, smell is the most vital of
our five senses.

Discussion

YOSHIDA
As for the contrast between a museum

art in an art irruseum alongside European

art solve the problem?

and a market, I would think that there

Seems to me, the concept of modem art

could be a way to embody a market

and ethnic specimen or ethnic art are

even m a museum.

two sides of the same coin resulting from

This morning our discussion pivoted

the deeply rooted distinction between

on the issue of the distinction between

the self and the other. Therefbre our

art and artifact, art museums and

task is not to bring these two concepts

ethnographic museums, and art history

closer together, but to review the

and anthropology.

distinction.

As you know, most works of art in a

Of course it is one option to display

modern art museum are accompanied

African art aiongside Eurepean Art. But at

by a label indicating the name of the

the same time we should pursue other

artist and the year the wotk was made, but

possibilities with museums. In the

the 1al)el attached to materials exhibited in

afternoon session, we might touch on

an ethnographic museum only supplies

this more.

the name of the "tribe" or ethnic group

they represent. The name of the
individual artist or the date of execution is

not generally given.

It is important to realize that this
character conferred on the "ethnographic
specimen" is exactly opposite of that of

"modern art" of the West, which was
produced in the same period with the
"ethnographic specimen" but collected by

another type of museum, i.e. an modern

art museum.
ln the story of modem art, everything is
classMed, historicized, and individualized

in terms of change. On the other hand,

change and individuality is denied to
ethnographic specimens or ethnic art.

As I said in Tokyo, an opposition
between the "open" self and the "closed"
other is posited here.

Therefore it stands to reason that
contemporary artists from Africa reject

to exhibit their wotks in ethnographic

museums. But will displaying African
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Discu$sion

Discussion

YOSHIDA
The second session will be

external infiuences. Therefore, there is

coordinated by Mr. Kawaguchi.

interaction between different cultural
features. She said that modernism is an

KAWAGUCHI
Thank you. I will summarize Ms.
Nicodemus's comprehensive discussion

amalgam, a picture of many different
features. Toward the end, she presented a

new concept of modernism.

briefly. Seven Stories conducted as you

Let me come to the comments. Mr.

know in 1995 in London was an

Koloane talked about his experiences in

exhibition of modern African art. One

Seven Stories, in which seven countries

of the major features was how to reflect

were represented by five curators from

African voices and the actual practice of

Africa. Kenya and Uganda were

reflecting Afi;ican voices in Seven
Stories. Ms. Nicodemus as an artist

represented by one curator. We still

living in European countries had a lot of

represent the authentic voices of a

experiences and she had direct

country. The representation of African

involvement in Seven Stories. She

voices should be diverse. From that
perspective, Seven Stories could be

started to think about many aspects of

have the question of whether, and how, to

modern Aftican art. She raised a lot of

appreciated highly in terms of

points, coming from her experience of

representing the voices of countries in

being an Afirican artist living in Europe.

various or diversified ways. The authentic

Let me give you some accounts. First of

voice is the key word from Mr.

all, the Pre‑Colonial System as opposed to

the Modem System. We have to

Koloane's presentation.

Ms. Ishikawa pointed out the issues

understand the difference between the

of labeling, political correctness, and the

paradigms of modern and pre‑colonial,

representation of Africa. In her comment,

while we have to understand the

two main points were emphasized.

differences too between how the West

First, labeling or categorizing of one

and Africa view African art. The

artist's work would separate the artwork

essence of the Pre‑Colonial System is

from the intention of the artist.

presence. Presence is a key word. That is

Second, she stressed that the

being actuaily present at the scene. In

authenticity is dynamic and within the

the modern system, the key is

changing context, and that you can

representation. That is representation

counteract the image of authenticity.

and reprodnction. Every system is open to

Authenticity is not absolute, but relative

transfbrmation. Even modernism is not

because it is within the context that is

static. This is not a monopoly of
Europe. It is open' to a number of

always changing.
I would lilre Ms. Nicodemus to respond
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to the comments by Ms. Ishikawa. The

the fact that the colonial structure is still

venue of Seven Stories was in London.

functioning in Africa as it did in the

On the issue of the geographical venue

past. It's very complex, but the original

how would you comment?

colonial powers are still tied in certain
ways to their ex‑colonies.

NICODEMUS
One would have liked us to be
romantic and say this thing should have

happened in Africa. But, here we are

KAWAGUCHI
Thank you very much. In other words,
the problem is a･lack of infrastructure

facing several questions. One of them is

and money in Africa. That's why it's

the lack of infrastructure in the
continent. There are museums, but

impossible to hold an exhibition of this

those museums are in quite poor shape

of colonialism, there was no other choice

and not very well organized. Also, the

physical distances in Afriqa are very

than London. Japanese museums don't
have money, enthusiasm, or ambition

1arge and the communication very poor.

either.

Coordinating the French‑speaking and

kind in Africa. Perhaps partly because

Mr. Elliott.

English‑speaking sections are also very
diflicult. In addition, there is always the

issue of money when you are making an

ELLIOTT
I don't know if it's really about

exhibition and the project was confined

colonialism. The exhibition wanted to

by quite a small budget.

be in the "center of the art world."

To remedy that Seven Stories

Authenticity is a problematic issue

exhibition was actually originally

for me, and I prefer not to use it, even if it

planned to be a travelling exhibition.

is used in anthropology.

The catalogue I contributed to was

In the case of Latin America, the geo‑

printed in Paris to attract the French‑

spealcing area. The exhibition was

political area had begun to develop
modernism from the early 1920s and

supposed to go to Guggenheim, but it

the different tendencies which were part

was also planned to go to Senegal and

of this have been largely documented.

possibly South Africa. But, due to the

In Asia, many countries have been doing

amateur nature of the leadership and

a lot of work on their own art histories

cormption and all of the problems that

especially over the Iast decade or so

arose, many people pulled their money

through intensive publications programs

out as a result of a lack of belief in the

by scholars and individuals in countries

prorect except Guggenheim held on at
first. Later, when the results of the

African countries could benefit by

exhibition showed it to be a flop, they

doing the same.

just backed off at the last minute.
Another thing we have to think al)out is
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such as Singapore, Malaysia and India.

Discussion

KAWAGUCHI
London, New York,, and Paris, the

BUHARI
I'd like to make a correctibn. To be

metropolises of the Westem countries

very fair to the Smithsonian Institute,

have the power to amplify infbrmation.

all libraries of Nigerian universities

wnat do you think of the role of the media

where there is an art structure, I know

in amplifying information and why does

copies were received. I know there is a

it have to be in large Western cities?

dearth of materials, but. We also
complained al)out the price, which was

IKWUEMESI
I want to comment on the issue of

the same amount as a professQr's yearly
salary at that time.

taking exhibitions to other places. It

brings us to the question of ofrican

Vbices and how you get information

RICHARDS
The resources taken from Africa have

about African art. When you talk about

never been retumed. We should commit

African Vbices qnd you use American

to transfening materials back to where

curators, I don't think one has the so‑

they come from. Any publication that

called African voices there. It also brings

arises, for example, the transcription of

us to the issue, which Nicodemus raised at

these proceedings, should go back to

the beginning of her presentation ai)out

Afi;ican institutions. Transactions should

acquisition of infbrmation. How do you

be checked by those who are responsible.

get infbrmation as a researcher or
scholar of African Art? Some of these
publications that we are talking about

'

KAWAGUCHI
Ms. Arnoldi?

like Seven Stories, itifrica 95, we don't

have them, we haven't even seen them.

We don't even know what the
publications look like.

ARNOLDI
I think he cleared up a little
misunderstanding. Janet Stanley at the

Smithsonian tries to get all museums

NIcobEMus
I have sometimes been appalled that

doing any Afi;ican art publications in the

U.S. to donate 150 copies so that they

publications I contributed to have not

should be distributed to libraries and

been distributed to Africans concerned.

universities al1 over Africa. This is part of

The same thing had happeRed at the

a political mandate in the United States.

Smithsonian as I discovered when I was

in Nigeria. There was a book edited
about who is who in Nigerian art, and I

KAWAGUCHI
Professor Adewunmi, please.

had a copy, but in Nigeria no one else
had a copy. This is the rule and it says
something about us (Africans).

ADEWUNMI
I know that redistribution needs to
happen to other places too.
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ORCHARDSON
Another poor thing that happened

ARNOLDI
That was my wish, but we had to pay

was that someone carne and stayed in a

the debt and loans from the exhibition. I'd

five‑star hotel and did the job, when in

1ike to see collaboration with museums in

fact we were right there and could have

Afripa.

done thejob. I hope this doesn't happen
in Japan.

One of the problems I hear about in
West Africa is attendance, but museums

I was sponsored by the British

are not attended in either place in great

Council and said I would not represent

anyone. There was a hotly debated

numbers. But for example, Burkina
Faso had an extremely successful

issue. The most important story is the

exhibit about the history of the bicycle

one that was not discussed, about a

because it related to people's everyday

certain gallery in Nairobi managed by

lives.

American dealers. They concentrate on

The attendance of the art museums at

the art by na'ive painters.

the Smithsonian is one‑third of its
counterparts because people can find

BUHARI

things in those museums to relate to.

I was asked about the manner of my

presentation. I rushed my slides

Art museums have to work harder to
identify with people.

deliberately to protest about the short

time spanIwas given.Ialso, wanted to
highlight this very marked difference in

profile between the two institutions of

ELLIOTT
The art is related to the lives of the
artlsts.

the museum of ethnology and the
museum of modern art. I think that is
part of rny strategy. Thirdly, I wanted to

ARNOLDI
But if you want someone to see it,

show that you can eajoy art from Africa

then it should have relevance to others

without the genealogy that is normally

too.

attached to the work.

KAWAGUCHI

KAWAGUCHI
Any others? Questions and comments

Thank you very much. Is there any
other opinion?

from the public are welcome.

IKWUEMESI

IKWUEMESI
I'd like to continue the issue of
Aftican Voices. Ms. Arnoldi, does the

I pose a different question to my
African colleagues. When can we shift
the venues of African art to the continent,

Smithsonian have a plan to let this kind of

away from London and New York,

exhibition to travel other places?

without outside political influences?
When can we have African art studied,
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Discussion

appreciated, propagated and disseminated

own countries, but we don't do that. We

inside Africa on Afirican terms?

want to be recognized from outside.
This has become our mentality.

KAWAGUCHI
I don't think I need to summarize
what he just said. It was a very clear
question. Can anyone respond?

YOSHIDA
I'd like to respond to when Aftican
artists will exhibit on the continent. I
think that this kind of meeting prepares

EGUCHI

the foundation fbr representation in

My name is Eguchi from the National

Africa. It might be true that there's not

Museum of Ethnology. Well I'11 talk

sufficient infrastructure in Africa, but

about African art and coffee. Coffee is

there are buildings that could be used.

produced in great mass in Africa, but it is

In Japan and the United States there are

not consumed a lot in Africa. Most of it is

institutions that keep objects you wish to

exported to Europe. The price of the

display, and on the other hand there are

coffee is decided by foreigners, not

artists in Africa. If we collaborate with

Afucans. Something that can be

each other, the result should be finitfu1.

consumed in Africa should also be
made in Africa. If it relates to the
consumers, it can do well economicaliy.

African anists should make something

KAWAGUCHI
In this first afternoon session, Ms.
Nicodemus pointed out that modemism is

an amalgam. I think that's a new idea

that relates to the African consumer.

for us. Ms. Ishikawa also introduced a

KAWAGUCHI

We should emphasize thett
African

market. Can somebody respond to when

the venue will shift? ･

'

fresh insight into the notion of
authenticity. She said authenticity is not
absolute but relative because it is within

the context that is always changing. We

should further discuss these issues in

NICOPEMUS

the fbllowing general discussion.

When it comes to the consumption of
art, it's an extra. African societies need to

reach a certain level of development befbre

people will think about purchasing art.

KAWAGUCHI
Any African participant comments?

BIAH
We don't have to wait for markets to
come to artists. We can exhibit in our
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Symposium AFRICA 2001

[[bkyo Symposium
Art, Museum, Biennales: Some Questions from Afirica
on Nov. 3, 2001 at the Japan Foundation Forum

Osaka Workshop
Representing "African" Art and Cultures:
A Review through AfricaR Eyes
on Nov. 10, 2001 at the JICA Osaka International Center
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Symposium AFRICA 2001
Tokyo Symposium
Art, Museums, Biennales: Some Questions from Africa
1. Date: Nov. 3, 2001

2. Place: The Japan Foundation Forum2
3. 0rganized by:
The Minisitry of Foreign Affairs, The Japan Foundatiort,

The Setagaya Art Museum
4. Under the auspices by:
Africa Society of Japan, MinzoktL Geljutu Gakhai (Society for Ethno‑Arts)

5. Aim:
Today, the basis for art and the constructs surrounding it such as museums and

biennales, are being eroded. Since the middle of the 80s, problems arising from
these constmcts have been discussed. For instance, criticism has arisen over the way in

which museum exhibitions display the "other" through a one‑sided representation.

Furthermore, in the 90s with Les Magiciens de la 7'erre exhibition acting as a
catalyst, contemporary art from Africa, Asia, and Oceania has come under close
scrutiny. A growing interest in these formerly marginalized areas, has paradoxically
brought attention to a structure based on a Western modernist history.

However, unfortunately, in many cases these discussions have often failed to
take into full account the voices of the party concerned, in particular the viewpoint of

Afi;ica. With the invitation of art specialists from Africa, as part of the cultural

exchange program by the Japanese govemment, we would like to take this opportunity
to hold a symposium in Tokyo and Osaka to hear the viewpoint of Aiirica and foster a
dialogue between specialists from Africa and Japan.

The Tokyo Symposium titled "Art, Museums, Biennales: Some Questions from
Africa" will be based on reports and propositions from Africa and the participants will
discuss issues on art and the constructs surrounding it and visions for the future.

The aim of the organizers is to foster a deeper understanding between Africa and
Japan as well as seeking possibilities for a new interpretation of civilization in the 21st

century.
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6. Program

10:OO‑10:10

Welcome Speech by the Organizer

10:10‑10:30

Background of the Symposium

Yukiya KAWAGUCHI
10:30‑12:30

Session 1

How Do Afucans Evaluate a General Increase of the
World's interest in Contemporary African Art in 90s ?

Presentation by Krydz C. IKWEMESI
Africaii Art in the New Millemium: From th e Playground
of Fancy to the Promised Land

Comments by Masahiro USHIROSHOJI
Kenji YOSHIDA
Discussion

13:30‑15:30

SessioR 2

On Biennales: Through Art,

Who

Represents

What

fbr What? ,

Presentation by Colin RICHARDS
Secular Sacrilege: The Spectre of Representation in Grdi,

2nd Johannessburg Biennale

Comments by Yukio TOYODA
Kazuo YAMAWAKI
Discussion

16:OO‑18:OO

Session 3

General Discussion
Art and Africa in the 21st Century: Seeking fbr the
Possibilities of Mutual Representaion

Coordinated by Yukiya KAWAGUCHI
Briefing the Domestic Environment of Each Country

18:OO‑19:30

Reception
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Symposium AFRICA 2001
Osaka Workshop
Representing ̀fAhican" Art and Cultures: A Review through African Eyes

1.Date: November9(Fri)‑10(Thu)
2. Place: Osaka International Center, Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA)

3. 0rganized by:
The Ministry of Foreign Afliairs, Japan

The Japan Foundation

National Museum of Ethnology
Osaka International Center, Japan International Cooperation Agency
4. Under the auspices by: Minzoku Geljutsu Gakkai (Society for Ethno‑Arts)
5. Aim:
During the last two decades, one‑sided displays of "other cultures" have been

strongly questioned, and museum curators are now trying a variety of new
approaches.

In December 1999, the Smithsonian's National Museum of Natural History
celebrated the opening of the new permanent exhibition of Afi;ican history and
cultures. The exhibition, entitled 2t{frican Vbices, is noteworthy in that it was
developed with substantial input of African and African American voices.

How to embody /lfrican Vbices is also at issue in the field of art exhibition.

The exhibition Seven Stories about modem art in cof}'ica, which was held at
Whitechapel Art Gallery in London in 1995, was a milestone in the history of
representation of African art in Europe; it was curated by five African curators
although the whole was co‑ordinated by an European curator.
The Japan Foundation has invited eleven African artists and art historians to
Japan for the purpose of promoting cultural exchange. By taking this opportunity, we

are going to hold the workshop in Osaka on "Representing ̀African' Art and
Cultures." The Aim of the workshop is to find our new and more appropriate way of
representing African art and cultures by examining the above mentioned challenging
exhibition projects.

We do hope this workshop will help us to gain fresh insights into issues of
cultural representation in museums, and thus further mutual understanding between
African countries and Japan.
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6. Program
10:OO‑ 10:10

Opening Remarks
Naomichi ISHIGE

10:!O‑10:30

Objects and Agendas

Keaji YOSHIDA
1O:3O‑ 12:30

Session 1

A New Attempt in Cultural Ex hibition:
The Smithsonian's Challenge

Presentation by Mary Jo ARNOLDI
/ifrican Vbices: A Dynamic Collaboration between the

Museum and Its Communities

Comments by Jerry BUHARI

Shoichiro TAKEZAWA
Discussion

13:30‑ 15:30

Session 2

A New Attempt iB Art Exhibition:
From the Seven Stories Exhibition

Presentation by Everlyn NICODEMUS
Representing African Art: A Challenge by the Exhibition
Seven Stories about Moctern Art in ALfrica

Comments by David KOLOANE
Mayako ISHIKAWA
Discussion
15:45 ‑17:45

Session 3

General Discussion

Towards New Ways of Exhibiting "Africa"

Coordinated by Keoji YOSHIDA and Yukiya KAWAGUCHI
Proposals by Margaret NAGAWA

Chipo SIMUNCHEMBU
Oussouby SACKO
Discussion

18:OO‑ 19:30

Reception
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Curator, National Museum of Natural History, Smithsonian Institution,
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Associate Professor, Tokyo University, Tokyo, Japan
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Senri Ethnological Reports (Recent Issues)
No.53 (National Museum of Ethnology Intemational Symposium) New Horizons in Paper
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